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Welcome! We are thrilled to have you on board in joining activists around the
world speaking out for access to safe and legal abortion! This toolkit is
designed to support organizations and advocates participating in the 28
September Campaign, providing information on different means of
engagement at local and community levels, and through social media. Feel free
to get involved in whichever way(s) works best for you!
In solidarity,
28 September Working Group

ph: Argentina

#sept28

Let s talk abortion!
CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have any questions about the 28 September Campaign, please visit the campaign website and
fill out the contact form: www.september28.org

ABOUT 28 SEPTEMBER
28 September is part of campaigning and
advocacy activities undertaken to build an
international movement for universal access to
safe and legal abortion, from a human rights
and reproductive justice approach. September
28 has been a regional campaign for the
decriminalization of abortion in Latin America
and the Caribbean for nearly thirty years, before
being taken on by SRHR activists all over the
world as a Global Day of Action for Access to
Safe and Legal Abortion in 2011. This year,
Women's Global Network for Reproductive
Rights, the International Campaign for Women's
Right to Safe Abortion, Campaña 28 de
Septiembre LAC (Campaña Nacional por el
Aborto Legal, Seguro y Gratuito-Argentina)
ARROW and ASAP (LIST)with the sypport of
many other partners, jointly launched
"International Safe Abortion Day" as the official
day for September 28 campaigning activities so
as to launch a cohesive name and joint
strategy..
THE 2018 THEME:
Normalise abortion: It's part of our lives!
"No more smokescreens, no more labels, no
more codes: let's talk abortion"
One thing that all countries have in common
regardless of their laws and policies on abortion
is that it is a stigmatized procedure. There are
levels of stigma depending on each of the
countries and contexts but for the most part,

women who access abortions still fear being
judged, discriminated, arrested, persecuted,
harassed or even killed. As a result, many
women are forced to seek out this health service
through clandestine and/or often unsafe
means, and at the same time, activists are
forced to navigate precarious contexts in the
face of restraint and repression. Silence, fear,
shame, and stigma: these are all elements that
are reinforced and reproduced through
misinformation and ignorance.
For this reason, it is imperative for us to be frank
and vocal about abortion and how safe and
legal access to this vital health service will
reduce future deaths and health complications
as well as realizing rights, instilling greater
bodily autonomy and empowerment especially
to women, young people and societies' most
marginalised. No more smokescreens, no more
labels, no more codes! Today , as activists, we
are realizing that the only way to erase the
stigma is to talk about abortion and in this way,
normalise it.
#LetsTalkAbortion
To learn more about this year's thematic focus,
check out the full 2018 CALL FOR ACTION
h t t p : / / w w w. s e p t e m b e r 2 8 . o r g / w p content/uploads/2012/08/Llamado-a-laaccion-castellano-2018-A.pdf

The 2018 Theme:

"No more smokescreens, no more labels, no more codes: let's talk abortion”

GETTING INVOLVED
There are many ways you can take action this September 28! In this toolkit, you will find suggestions on
how to spread 28 September messaging, either by launching community actions and mobilizing at a
local level, engaging through social media, and/or by using 28 September materials. For illustrations
and inspiration of past worldwide 28 September activities and reports, please visit
http://www.september28.org/past-actions/
REMEMBER TO SHARE YOUR ACTIONS WITH US!
TAKE PICTURES AND SHARE THEM ON SOCIAL MEDIA USING
#LetsTalkAbortion
*Note: By sharing your activities with the hashtag you are agreeing on their use for reporting purposes and sharing
through www.september28.org/ social media and in the September 28 final report!

MOBILIZING AT A LOCAL LEVEL
Below you will find a list of possible activities that you can take
part in both collectively and individually to increase the visibility
and impact of this September 28 movement. We also invite you
to come up with your own innovative and creative ways of
normalising abortion and raising awareness about the
International Safe Abortion Day! If the Day of Action itself isn't
an ideal date to undertake an action in your community, feel free
to undertake September 28 activities any day that week!

Important
Safety note: Remember to always
prioritise your safety and have a
security assessment prior to any
activity. Please contact us if you
are unsure of how to implement
security measures or if you have
faced/are facing any type of
discrimination/violence/harrasme
nt for engaging in abortion
advocacy activities.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Join the Bake-off for Safe Abortion!
To effect change, some people march, some sign petitions and some boycott. For
this September 28 we were inspired by the Sweet Feminist and are encouraging
activists to bake a cake adorned with snappy protest slogans, like "Normalise
abortion", and "Abortion is healthcare." Cake is normal, so is abortion. Share your
cake photos online using the #LetsTalkAbortion hashtag. Check out some
beautiful inspirational cakes and follow the ""Sweet Feminist on instagram!

Join the "scarfazo"!
Using green bandanas, a symbol of abortion rights, Argentinian activists launched
a "green wave" throughout the bill's evaluation in their country and, in turn, have
launched an international movement. Let's join scarfs with them and wear green
bandanas on September 28! Share your photos with the hashtag:
#Letstalkabortion

Host an awareness raising activity
organise a forum, meeting, workshop/training, cultural event to discuss strategies
and challenges to normalising abortion in your communities, talk about the role
that media and community leaders play in this and what you can do to change the
discourse and normalise abortion.

Visit the www.september28.org
website to check out campaign updates, resources, talking points, download
materials and illustrations! This year we are collaborating with brilliant artivist and
illustrator @liberaljane you can download stickers and posters of her art here
(https://www.instagram.com/sweetfeminist/)!

TIPS FOR LOCAL & COMMUNITY
LEVEL ADVOCACY
Tactics to reach MEDIA
Choose the right communication tool! We suggest you use press releases, write Op-Eds for your
local newspaper, organize press conferences, write readers letters. We will upload templates of
all of these for you to download and edit according to your needs.
Use positive language! Remember we are trying to normalise abortion, emphasize how it is a
social good and a human right. If you need resources check them out here (hyperlink):
Remember to use facts and credible sources!
Make sure information is timely so that the story doesn't get lost.
Localize the issue and focus on why it's important for you and your community
Pay specific attention to the human interest angle

Tactics to reach GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS
Arrange meetings with elected officials.
Write them a letter describing the campaign and then try to follow up in person
Distribute concise background documentation on the importance of access to safe and legal
abortion.
Write petitions and gather signatures in your community and deliver them to your representant.
·
Appear before a Caucus
·
Appear before a Parliamentary Committee

Tactics to reach FAMILY, FRIENDS and NEIGHBORS:
There are a lot of different ways to create change. Learning how to talk to our neighbors is the
long term goal of social change. Challenging our families, our friends, and using our privilege
to make the world more equitable is the work that must be done. Talking about abortion and
dismantling stigma is contributing to our future and the future of many girls and women
around the world.
Engage in candid two/three way conversations about abortion, remember these are your friends
and family, you want this to be an informal light conversation.
Non-judgmentally solicit your friends'/family members views.
Make them feel comfortable stating their views.
Listen actively. Ask follow-up questions about their experiences/knowledge on the topic to
solicit details without being confrontational
Model vulnerability. You can start by sharing your stories and why you are passionate about
advocating for access to safe and legal abortion to facilitate friends and family sharing theirs.
Connect on values. You and your friends/family might not be in complete agreement about the
issue but you can create a connection based on experiences that reinforce an important value
relevant to the issue.

Important note
Sometimes, we are removing layers of
stigma which allows people to admit how
they really feel about abortion. Not everyone
is open to having their opinions changed.
It's okay if we cannot completely change
someone's stance, this doesn't mean that
your conversation was unsuccessful or a
waste of time. Sometimes a single
conversation isn't enough, but we're sowing
seeds that might make them think more
later on.

NORMALISE ABORTION USING
SOCIAL MEDIA!
Social Media has become a key platform for the production and debate of new content, ideas and
discourses. In some cases, conversations about abortion on social media can take a negative turn and
end up reinforcing stigma and reproducing stereotypes: let's change the narrative and talk about the
many positive aspects of abortion, about how it is a NORMAL event in women's lives, a social good and
a HUMAN RIGHT!
Follow us and join us in normalising
abortion via online conversations:

HASHTAGS
Main:
#LetsTalkAbortion

Other hashtags to follow:
#Sept28
#Leavenoonebehind
#28S

PLATFORMS
WGNRR:(RED MUNDIAL DE MUJERES POR
LOS DERECHOS REPRODUCTIVOS)
Twitter: @WGNRR
Facebook: www.facebook.com/WGNRR
Website: www.wgnrr.org
INTERNATIONAL CAMPAIGN FOR WOMEN'S RIGHT
TO SAFE ABORTION (CAMPAÑA INTERNACIONAL
POR EL DERECHO DE LAS MUJERES AL ABORTO
SEGURO)

Twitter: @Safe_Abortion
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/safeabortionwomensright
Website: www.safeabortionwomensright.org/

PARTNERS
Engage in online conversations about abortion and follow our AMAZING
PARTNERS! We are a huge community working towards the same goal:
ACCESS TO SAFE AND LEGAL ABORTION NOW!
@asapasia
@ARROW_Women
@CampAbortoLegal
@IpasOrg
@Nimechanuka
@actioncanadashr
@safe2choose
@PathfinderInt
@ReproRights
@RNW
@ReproRights

@AWID
@IPPF
@federapl
@inroadsGlobe
@PopDevProgram
@CLPPtweets
@IPPF_WHR
@EligeRed
@AbortoPORlaVIDA
@Unaporlas17
@RSMLAC

@NaCSafeAbortion
@YouAct
@abortionpil
@tarshingo
@WomenOnWaves
@WomenHelpOrg
@SeaChangeProg
@ReproChoiceAu
@mesaporlavida
@youth_coalition
@balancejoven

@ASTRANetwork
@ASTRAYouth
@ReproRights
@AdvocatesTweets
@awaregirls
@InfoClacai
@decidirlibres
@RESURJ
@equidadmx

MEDIa
Media is a key player in the shaping of discourse around abortion as well! Let's tag them and invite them
to talk about abortion, about how it saves lives and it is a fundamental public health issue. Know any of
your local media twitter accounts? TAG THEM IN YOUR CONVERSATIONS TOO!

@Guardian
@ipsnews, @ipsnoticias
@BBCWorld, @BBCMundo
@AlJazeera, @AJEnglish
@Womens_eNews
@cnni

@Hewete
@lizfordGuardian
@JessicaValenti
@lou_reuters
@mbesheer
@andersoncooper

@ipsnews
@EuropeanVoiceEV
@lemondefr
@BBCWorld
@BBCAfrica
@BBCAfricaHYS

@MHarrisPerry
@TheNation
@AndyTowle
@Jezebel
@columnlynch
@BuzzFeed

SAMPLE MESSAGES:
To support our campaign, we have developed some sample tweets
that you can use and adapt during the whole month of September and
especially on September 28.
No more smokescreens, no more labels, no more
codes! The only way to eliminate stigma is to talk
about abortion! #LetsTalkAbortion #Sept28
We need to break the stigma and remove
conversational barriers and socially constructed
beliefs that permeate all levels of society and stop us
from talking about abortion. #LetsTalkAbortion
#Sept28
Is menstruation still a stigmatized topic in your
country? For some this might be silly, but there are still
cases where women and girls are ostracized and
discriminated against during this NORMAL period of
their lives. Read more:
h t t p s : / / w w w. t h e g u a r d i a n . c o m / g l o b a l development/2018/jan/12/woman-nepal-diesexiled-outdoor-hut-period-menstruation
The societal barriers to issues like breastfeeding,
menstruation, mental health, infertility and abortion
have a much more significant impact than the medical
or technical issues related to these topics which are all
a real and normal part of women's lives.
#LetsTalkAbortion #Sept28

Let's have more conversations looking at the realities
of countries that have complete bans on abortion and
yet abortion rates have not dropped, the procedures
are just made unsafe. #LetsTalkAbortion
Let's talk about how 1 in 4 women worldwide will have
an abortion by age 45. It should be safe and legal.
#LetsTalkAbortion #Sept28
Let's talk about how access to safe abortion allows us
to participate in society with full dignity, bodily
integrity, and allows us to fully enjoy our human rights.
#LetsTalkAbortion
Women are more than capable of understanding and
giving meaning to their decisions to have an abortion.
#LetsTalkAbortion
Let's speak openly and remorselessly about one of the
most common health events in women's lives.
#LetsTalkAbortion
We are not sprinting away from the topic, as
generations of politicians have done. Today and
always we will be talking about #abortion.
#LetsTalkAbortion

Stigma surrounding abortion also intersects with
pervasive power relations, patriarchal norms,
wrongful gender stereotypes, and privileged identity
markers. Let's have real conversations about all of
these, #LetsTalkAbortion in its full spectrum.

Let's be deliberate and use the word abortion in our
advocacy as what it is: a social good and a human
right. Let's not shy away #LetsTalkAbortion

We need to have more conversations about why it is
that lack of access to economic resources is linked to
unsafe abortions.

Let's get rid of labels that limit our conversations
about abortion. #LetsTalkAbortion in a more holistic
way and include key issues like: sex and sexuality,
violence, power, privilege, class and consent.

We need to have more conversations about why
privileged identity markers and access to economic
resources facilitate access to safe abortion in most
countries regardless of laws and policies.
#LetsTalkAbortion
We need to talk about why it is that women accessing
abortion services in marginalized contexts often face
intersecting forms of discrimination
#LetsTalkAbortion

You can also engage by sharing our social media images and banners which
can be found on: www.september28.org
FACEBOOK
Update your profile picture Update your cover photo
Show your support for September 28 by updating your cover photo and profile picture!
The images are available in the website (link)
Follow our Facebook posts where we will be sharing illustrations and posters and share
them with your friends!
To download posters and social media images, please go to
Post messages using #Sept28 and #LetsTalkAbortion You can upload the September 28
logo together with your message! The September 28 logo is available in French, Spanish and
English.
To download the September 28 logo, please go to
You can also share the September 28 infographics with your friends! Check here for
infographics!
Thank you for joining the September 28 mobilisations! With your help we will spark many
more conversations about abortion and hopefully eradicate the stigma that surrounds it!
LETS KEEP FIGHTING TO NORMALISE ABORTION: ITS PART OF OUR LIVES!

